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1.0 SUMMARY 
 
In the spring and summer of 2012, Northern Skye Resources (NSR) carried out exploration on 
the Appleton Linear and JBP Linear Properties (collectively the Linear Project) consisting of 
prospecting / geological evaluation, data compilation in a 3D Gocad model, an airborne high 
resolution, horizontal gradient, magnetic survey and a geological structural study using both 
outcrop and drill core.  
 

Table 1 – Summary of Exploration - NSR 
Type of work Work details Results 
 
Compilation / 
3D Gocad model 

 
to better visualize and interpret 
exploration data 

 
recommendations for further 
exploration 

 
Airborne 
geophysical survey 

 
airborne horizontal gradient 
magnetic survey, 2026 line-km 
at 100 m line spacing 

 
known gold occurrences are 
parallel to structural features 
identified, but do not directly 
align with them 

 
Structural study on 
Appleton Linear 

 
determine the relationship of 
structural features to Au 
mineralization 

 
4 deformational events, QFC 
veins (D3) have the potential of 
hosting significant Au  

      
 
In July, Stephen Wetherup of Caracle Creek International Consulting (CCIC) carried out a 
structural study on the western part of the Linear Property, on the Appleton Linear (called the 
DK linear in some reports), to document the structural geological features in outcrop and drill 
core and to use this information to determine the relative timing of the various features and 
how gold mineralization relates to these features.   He discovered at least four deformation 
events have affected the rocks on the Property, of which, one and possibly two  (D2 and D3) 
appear to be related to gold mineralization.  The study concluded that the most likely targets to 
host significant gold mineralization are quartz-Fe-carbonate (“QFC”) veins (V3a), related to 
the D3 deformational event, which strike 110 to 150 degrees and dip steeply SW.   Large QFC 
zones (V3a) are lenses which do not continue along strike as they are limited to brittle layers or 
high strain zones.  It was concluded that the most likely targets to host significant gold 
mineralization are NNE trending, brittle units like greywacke or conglomerate (specifically 
their contacts with shale) and high strain/shear zones. 
 
In late July, Goldak Airborne Surveys carried out an airborne, high resolution horizontal 
gradient, magnetic survey on the entire Linear property (Appleton and JBP Linear properties).   
The magnetic data is dominated by a muted magnetic response from the marine sedimentary 
units in the west and a strong magnetic signature from the mafic-ultramafic rocks in the 
extreme eastern part of the property.   The gold showings appear to parallel the structural 
features highlighted in the vertical derivative and the total magnetic field maps, but do not 
directly align with them.  



2.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Based on the results of the airborne geophysical survey and the structural study, NSR is 
planning detailed soil geochemistry and a surface / borehole IP survey on Appleton Linear to 
be followed by drilling on both the Appleton and JBP Linears.   The diamond drilling will test 
continuity of known targets plus any new targets generated by the follow up exploration.   
This work is planned for 2013 dependent upon financing. 
 
 

Table 2 - Planned Exploration - NSR 
ITEM  COST  
 
Phase I  
Soil survey (50 m line spacing 25 m sample spacing)   $              150,000  

Surface / borehole IP survey (100 m line / 25 m stns)   $                50,000  

  
Phase II 
Drilling  $              200,000  
 
TOTAL  $              400,000  
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Figure 1 - Location Map 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Linear Property, optioned by True Claim Resources / Northern Skye Resources Inc. 
covers two properties – the Appleton Linear property under option from the KriASK syndicate 
(ASK Prospecting and Guiding 66.67% / Krinor Resources Inc. 33.33 %) and the JBP Linear 
property under option from Canadian Zinc Corp. (formerly Paragon Minerals Corp).   The JBP 
property consists of 302 claims in 8 mineral licences (7,550 ha) while the Linear property 
consists of two licences totalling 59 claims (1475 ha). 
 
The two properties, which cover the Appleton Linear and the JBP Linear and associated gold 
showings, have been combined into the “Linear” property by the staking of adjoining claims – 
38 claims in 2 licences (950 ha) between the two known linears which represent structural 
(fault) systems. 
 
This report describes and discusses the 2011/2012 exploration on the properties and makes 
recommendations for further work.   It is prepared as an assessment report to be submitted to 
the government of Newfoundland and Labrador.   It is not NI 43-101 compliant. 
 
 
4.0 LOCATION, ACCESS AND PHYSIOGRAPHY 
 
The properties are located in central Newfoundland on NTS 2 D/15, 2 E/2, to the north of the 
Trans Canada Highway (TCH) and to the north and east of the community of Appleton, 
approximately 15 km to the west of Gander, along the TCH, which passes along the southern 
boundary of the claims.  The area is close to infrastructure including power, a skilled work 
force, an international airport, and deep-sea ports.  
 
Access is excellent along woods roads and the NL T’railway, which extend to the north and 
east through the properties.   Many quad / excavator / skidder trails extend to the east and west 
from the woods roads and the T’railway. 
 
The area is covered by extensive black spruce and fir forest, with some birch and maples 
interspersed by small bogs and areas of cutover, now regrowing as alders and other small 
hardwood / softwood species, mainly birch and poplar, with some maple. 
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5.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 
 
The total number of claims in the combined properties is 399 (approximately 100 km2).    
Most of the property is past the tenth year for assessment with licences with 1 to 3 years of 
assessment generally staked as adjoining, “protection type” claims.   The Appleton Linear 
property includes Lic’s 7984M and 15923M, held by Allan Keats and Christina Keats 
respectively.  The claims held by Canadian Zinc (formerly Paragon) - Lic’s 6821M, 6823M, 
9713M, 15698M, 15700M, 15701M, 15703M, 15984M, are included in the JBP Linear 
property option while licences held by Kyle Loney (19880M, 19896M) are “tie on” claims 
between the two optioned properties.   The “tie on” claims are within the Area of Influence 
(AOI) for one or both of the options.  
 
Table 3 is a summary of the claims in the Linear Property. 
 

 
TABLE 3 

Claim Group Description 
 

Lic. # # of 
Claims 

Issuance  
Date 

Year In the name of 

6821M 2 1999/05/17 13 Paragon Minerals Corporation 

6823M 4 1999/05/17 13 “ 

7984M 50 1998/11/13 14 Allan E.T. Keats 

9713M 30 2003/10/20 9 Paragon Minerals Corporation 

15698M 78 2002/04/29 10 “ 

15700M 19 2002/04/29 10 “ 

15701M 80 2002/04/29 10 “ 

15703M 7 2002/04/29 10 “ 

15923M 9 2009/03/26 3 Christina Keats 

15984M 82 2001/12/31 11 Paragon Minerals Corporation 

19880M 35 2012/02/16 1 Kyle Loney 

19896M 3 2012/02/22 1 “ 

Total 399    
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Figure 2 – Claim Map 
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6.0 GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
 
 6.1  Regional Geology 

 
The island of Newfoundland is at the northernmost end of the Appalachian Orogen.    It has 
been sub-divided into four main tectonostratigraphic zones: the Humber, Dunnage, Gander  
and Avalon Zones (Williams, 1979).   The Humber represents a remnant of the ancient North 
American Margin, comprised of Paleozoic shelf facies units deposited on crystalline 
Precambrian basement. The Dunnage is comprised of ophiolitic and volcanic, volcaniclastic 
and sedimentary rocks of island-arc and back-arc affinity that formed from the vestiges of the  
Iapetus Ocean (Proto Atlantic).  The Gander Zone was formed from sedimentary rocks 
deposited at or near the eastern margin of the Iapetus Ocean, and the Avalon Zone, part of 
North Africa and Europe, was formed from late Precambrian volcanic, sedimentary and 
plutonic rocks that were overlain by early Paleozoic platformal sedimentary rocks. 
 
The geologic evolution of the Dunnage Zone can be subdivided into 1) pre-syn accretionary 
and 2) post accretionary stages during the Cambrian to mid-Ordovician (Swinden, 1990).  It is 
during the post accretionary stage in the late Ordovican and early Silurian that deposition of 
flyschoid sediments in fault bounded basins, activation or re-activation of large scale strike 
slip faults, development of pull apart basins and crustal melting is thought to have taken place 
in the central and eastern Dunnage Zone resulting in deposition of Silurian fluviatile 
sedimentary and terrestrial volcanic rocks in the area (Evans, 1996). 
 
Deformation in the Siluro-Devonian period (the Salinic Orogeny - Dunning et al., 1990) 
resulted in widespread crustal thickening, regional greenschist and amphibolite-grade 
metamorphism causing crustal melting and associated widespread plutonism. Gold 
mineralization is thought to be related to this orogeny, however remobilization of gold may 
have continued into the Carboniferous (Evans, 1996). 
 
Williams et al. (1993) defined the Indian Islands Belt as including four major units between 
the Dog Bay Line and the Gander River Ultrabasic Belt (GRUB) Line.  The major units are 
represented by the ophiolitic volcanic / sedimentary units of the GRUB Line, the Davidsville,  
Hamilton Sound and the Indian Islands Groups of mainly sedimentary origin.  The GRUB 
Line marks the boundary between the Dunnage Zone and the Gander Zone and is represented 
by a discontinuous belt of ophiolitic rocks called the Gander River Complex (GRC). 
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Figure 3 – Regional Geology 
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6.2 Property Geology 
 
The Linear Property is underlain by shale, siltstone, sandstone, greywacke, and minor 
conglomerate of the Davidsville Group which formed as a distal, back-arc, turbidite sequence 
derived from volcanic arcs to the west, and deposited unconformably on an ophiolitic 
basement - the GRC (Blackwood, 1982), with which they are now imbricated.   Davidsville 
Group units are intruded by linear, mafic to ultramafic, dykes that trend NNE and NNW and 
dip subvertically (Mitton, 2008). Gower and Tallman (1988) describe the sedimentary units as 
being isoclinally folded with a strongly developed penetrative cleavage which has been 
deformed by upright to slightly inclined open folding.  A major, northeast trending fault 
structure, known as the Appleton Linear extends from Gander Lake to the vicinity of Second 
Pond, to the east of Birchy Bay (Williams (1963).  Later maps show the structure extending to 
the north to the Duder Lake area where significant gold mineralization was located by 
Noranda in the late 1980’s.  The JBP Linear is a similar structure, more recently recognized, 
that lies parallel to the Appleton Linear approximately 3 km further east. 
 
The gold-bearing vein systems, associated alteration, degree of deformation and 
metamorphism and the age of the turbidite host rocks show similarities to the Bendigo-
Ballarat Gold Fields in Victoria, Australia which produced over 22 million oz of gold. 
 
JBP Linear (JBP) 
 
Gold-bearing, white quartz, veins with extensive visible gold (VG) in sericitized sedimentary 
units, are found in float and drill holes at the H-Pond and Pocket Pond Prospects.   These two 
areas, about 2.2 km apart, are located on the JBP Linear, a major mineralized gold system that 
has been traced over 15 kilometres.   The 798 Prospect, a number of gold-bearing, angular 
float boulders giving assays up to 798 g/t Au (23.3 oz/ton) is approximately 2.5 km north-
northwest of H-Pond, along the JBP trend.   The high grade boulders remain unsourced 
however, given their angular nature, it is believed to be nearby.    
 
Appleton Linear (AL) 
 
On the eastern side of the linear, gold bearing, white quartz veins, with extensive VG are 
hosted in black to grey argillites of the Davidsville formation.   Assocaited alteration includes 
iron carbonate and sericite.   The main prospects, from N to S, include: Keats-Baseline, Dome, 
Road and Lotto.   Other weaker mineralization is also found.   The gold is usually associated 
with shear structures and pyrite/arsenopyrite mineralization and green to brown sericite in the 
veins.  On the west side of the AL, gold mineralization is associated with stronger 
pyrite/arsenopyrite sulphide mineralization with sericitic alteration of the host 
sandstone/greywacke to conglomerate units.   Little VG is noted.   The zones, from south to 
north, include: Cokes, Hornet, Little, Powerline and Trench 26.     
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6.3  Mineralization 
 
6.3.1  Regional 
 
Exploration in the mid-1980’s in the Gander to Gander Bay area, resulted in the discovery of 
numerous shallow mesothermal or orogenic-style gold-bearing quartz veins and shear-zone 
hosted disseminated gold occurrences (Evans, 1996; Squires 2005), mainly by Noranda 
Exploration through follow up of regional till surveys and prospecting.  The Knob, Bullet and 
Bowater showings, to the southwest of the Linear property contain visible gold in quartz veins 
hosted in shales and greywackes.  The Duder Lake showings, to the northwest of the Linear 
property (Goldstash, Corvette, Stinger, and Flirt) occur as shear related, iron carbonate altered, 
silicified zones in gabbros.  The Big Pond showing, to the northwest of the Linear property, is 
a large quartz vein associated with iron carbonate alteration in a gabbro unit. A number of 
“epithermal” style, hot spring type, gold zones surrounding the Mount Peyton Batholith 
(MPB) were also discovered by Noranda including the Mustang Trend, and the Piper, Aztec, 
Rolling Pond and Moosehead showings and Paradise Lake (Evans, 1996).  The Mustang trend, 
located just to the east of the MPB, parallels the Appleton Linear, which lies approximately 3 
km further to the east (Dimmell, 2000). 
 
Gold-bearing quartz veins are hosted in Late Ordovician to Silurian metasedimentary rocks of 
the Davidsville Group. The vein style, mineralization type, alteration, host rock and tectonism 
closely resemble other turbidite-hosted (or slate belt) gold deposits elsewhere such as the 
turbidite-hosted gold deposits of the Lachlan Fold Belt (Bendigo-Ballarat) in central Victoria 
State, Australia and the gold deposits in the Meguma Group, in Nova Scotia (Pilgrim, 2007). 
 
6.3.2 Appleton Linear 
 
A number of significant showings, many of which contain visible gold have been discovered 
on the Appleton Linear (AL) property.  These are divided, based on their location, on either 
the east or west side of the AL. On the east side, the Dome, Lotto, Road and Keats / Baseline 
showings occur in primarily grey, green to black argillites (shales) in quartz veins carrying 
visible gold.  Alteration is iron carbonate, sericite, kaolinite, and chlorite, with fuchsite noted 
in iron carbonate altered greywackes on the east side of Herman’s Pond (Keats/Baseline 
zone).  Accessory minerals include pyrite and arsenopyrite, as fragments and discontinuous 
lenses, with lesser chalcopyrite, boulangerite? malachite and minor azurite, galena and 
sphalerite (Dimmell, 2000).  On the west side, the Cokes, Hornet, Little, Powerline and 
Trench 26 showings occur in quartz veins in interbedded greywacke and argillites in wider 
alteration zones.  Alteration, as iron carbonate and silicification, plus sericite and chlorite with 
some green mica (Fuchsite?) is noted in iron carbonate altered / conglomeritic greywackes. 
Accessory minerals include pyrite and arsenopyrite (locally acicular) with minor chalcopyrite, 
stibnite? galena, sphalerite and malachite. Visible gold was only noted at one location in a 
trench, almost on the Appleton Linear, on the west side of the Appleton Linear to the north of 
most of the showings (Dimmell, 2000).    
 
    



6.3.3 JBP Linear   
 
The JBP Linear property hosts high-grade, gold-bearing, quartz veins in sericitized 
sedimentary units of the Davidsville formation along the JBP Linear, a major mineralized gold 
system that has been traced over 15 kilometres giving drill intercepts of up to 255 g/T (5.5 
oz/ton) Au / 0.5 m.   The main prospects include H-Pond, Pocket Pond and 798.   The first two 
prospects, approximately 2.2 km apart, have mineralization, with significant visible gold, in 
float and drill holes.  The 798 Prospect consists of a number of gold-bearing, angular, float 
boulders which give assays up to 798 g/t Au (23.3 oz/ton) located approximately 2.5 km 
north-northwest of H-Pond, along the JBP trend.   The high grade boulders remain unsourced 
however, given their angularity, it is believed to be nearby. 
 
 
7.0 PREVIOUS WORK 
 

7.1 Government / University 
 
The regional geology of central Newfoundland is first mentioned in the late 1800’s in reports 
by Alexander Murray and James P. Howley, for the Geological Survey of Newfoundland 
(GSN) when they examined the geology along eastern Notre Dame Bay, the Gander River 
system, and Gander Lake (Murray and Howley, 1881).  The first reports of gold 
mineralization in the area were made by them in 1881, stating that, “distinct traces of this 
precious metal were ascertained in a quartz vein cutting the silky, bluish slates on the SW 
Gander River in 1876”.  Murray in 1894 also reported that numerous quartz veins exposed 
along the railway line running north of Gander Lake looked promising for gold mineralization. 
In 1934, Snelgrove evaluated chromite mineralization associated with ultramafic rocks to the 
east of the Gander River as part of a study of the chromite deposits of Newfoundland. 
Further geological work was completed by Twenhofel and Shrock (1937) and Twenhofel 
(1940) on exposures in the Hamilton Sound and Dog Bay areas.   Twenhofel (1947) proposed 
that the sequence of phyllites, slates, argillites, and quartzites exposed along the shores of 
Gander Lake be designated as the Gander Lake Series.   In the late 1950’s, geological work by 
Jenness (1954, 1958) led to the definition of the Gander River Ultrabasic Belt (GRUB) and the 
Gander Lake Group.  Geological mapping at 1:250,000 was completed in the late 1960’s by 
the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) (Williams,1967; Anderson and Williams, 1970).  The 
Gander Lake Group was later redefined by Kennedy and McGonigal (1972) to include only 
the lower unit defined by Jenness lying to the east of the GRUB line, while the middle and 
upper units to the west of the GRUB were redefined as the Davidsville Group.  Kennedy 
(1975) described the contact between Davidsville Group and the GRUB line as an 
unconformity, and Blackwood (1982) renamed the Gander Lake Group as the Gander Group. 
Regional 1:50,000 scale geological mapping by the Newfoundland Department of Mines and 
Energy covered the area in the 1980’s (Blackwood, 1982; O’Neil, 1990).  
 
Central Newfoundland was included in a regional lake sediment sampling project carried out 
by the Newfoundland Department of Mines and Energy (NLDME) during the early 1980’s 
(Butler and Davenport, 1981).   Reports on gold and associated elements in lake sediment 
from regional surveys in the Botwood map area [NTS 2E] and the Gander Lake area [NTS 



2D] was released in 1988 (Davenport and Nolan, 1988) by the NLDME (Davenport et. al., 
1988).   From 1987 to 1990, the Gander area was included in a series of till geochemistry 
surveys by the NLDME including NTS 2D/15 (Batterson et. al., 2001) and NTS areas 2E/3 
and 2E/7 (Liverman et. al., 2001).  
 
The gold mineralization of the eastern Dunnage Zone, including the Glenwood area, was 
included in a regional compilation by Evans (1996) and by Squires (2005). 
 

7.2 Industry – Regional Exploration 
 
Early exploration in the Gander River area focused mainly on the chromite potential of the 
Gander River Ultrabasic Belt (GRUB Line) and minor base metal occurrences.  In the mid 
1980’s extensive gold exploration programs concentrated on the ophiolitic sequences of the 
Baie Verte Peninsula and the GRUB Line.   Vein-hosted gold mineralization, associated with 
arsenopyrite, was reported from the Jonathans Pond area by Blackwood (1979).   Exploration 
companies active in the area during the 1980’s and early 1990’s included: Westfield Minerals, 
Gander River Minerals, Esso Resources Canada, Falconbridge Limited, and Noranda 
Exploration Company Limited (joint ventures with Noront Resources Limited and Springer 
Resources Limited).  A reasonably detailed review of exploration during this time period is 
given in Evans (1996).  The Appleton Linear / JBP Linear area has been explored since the 
early 1980’s by companies such as Noranda, Gander River Minerals, United Carina 
Resources, Candente Resources, and Rubicon / Paragon Resources (now Canadian Zinc) / 
Sprott Resources.   In addition prospecting has been carried out by individuals, including the 
optionors, ASK and Krinor Resources. 
 

7.3 Property Exploration 
 
Appleton Linear 
 
Exploration in the late 1980’s, late 1990’s and 2000’s has included: prospecting, geological 
mapping / evaluation, and geochemistry – soil and stream sediment sampling, line cutting, 
geophysical surveys, magnetics, VLF-EM and IP, followed by trenching (44 trenches) and 
diamond drilling (49 DDH, 4940 m).    Most of the showings have been found by prospecting 
either in follow up of Au/As soil anomalies or on their own.   Gold showings discovered 
include: Dome, Road, Lotto and Keats/Baseline Prospects on the east side of the Linear and 
the Cokes, Little, Powerline, Trench 26 and other showings on the west side of the Linear. 
 
Gold exploration in the Gander area during the 1980’s and early 1990’s, mainly by Noranda 
Exploration, resulted in the discovery of a number of gold occurrences, including the Knob 
and Bullet Prospects, to the south of the TCH, along the southwestern part of the AL trend.   
Visible gold in float boulders, with values up to 1,869 g/t was also discovered by Fred Keats 
(for Noranda) on the shore of South Herman’s Pond, along the AL.   Prospecting, geological 
mapping and reconnaissance soil geochemistry (50 m sample spacing on lines 200 m apart) 
over the area was carried out.  The soils gave an average of 50 ppb gold with a high value of 
590 ppb and good continuity between lines.   Only limited follow-up prospecting was 
completed. 
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The northern portion of the AL property, to the north of the TCH, reverted to the Crown from 
Noranda in 1992 and was ground staked by Peter Tallman for Prime Resources and Gander 
River Minerals (GRM).  They ended up in a legal dispute over the mineral rights with the 
dispute settled in Nov. 1996 when GRM received the licence.  No work was completed due to 
their inability to raise exploration funds, and the ground reverted to the Crown in April 1998.   
During the dispute, prospecting by GRM in late 1993 / early 1994 found values to 157 g/t Au 
in outcrop on the east side of South Herman’s Pond (Pilgrim, 2007).  
 
Fifty claims in Lic. 7984M were staked on the AL by the KriASK Syndicate, comprised of 
ASK Prospecting (Allan and Kevin Keats) and Krinor Resources Inc. (Peter Dimmell), in 
1998/99 to cover the area of the Noranda float boulders along the AL, the 1993/94 prospecting 
discovery and new showings located by KriASK prospecting including the Keats, Road and 
Dome prospects.  The property was subsequently optioned to United Carina Resources Inc. 
(UCA), Candente Resources Inc. (Can), the Rubicon (Rub) / Paragon (Par) / Sprott (Sp) group 
and now the True Claim / Northern Skye Resources group over the subsequent 14 years. 
 
UCA optioned the property in April 1999 and carried out a multi-phase exploration program, 
including: >95 km line cutting, ground geophysics (VLF-EM, magnetics, IP), limited 
geological mapping and prospecting, 2,783 soil samples, trenching/channel sampling (36 
trenches), and 38 diamond holes aggregating 3,650 m, in 1999 and 2000. This exploration 
delineated visible gold mineralized zones, including the Keats/Baseline, Dome, Road, and 
Lotto showings, on the east side of the AL, and mineralized alteration zones on the west side 
of the AL, including the Cokes, Hornet, Little, Powerline and Trench 26 areas. The 
mineralized zones are associated with gold and arsenic soil anomalies and coincident 
geophysical responses in both IP chargeability and resistivity.  Drilling consisted of mostly 
shallow holes (many <50 m), which tested the down dip potential of gold mineralization in the 
trenches (Pilgrim, 2007).  The option terminated in 2001 with the death of UCA’s President 
and an emphasis change for the company back to SK. 
 
Candente Resources Corporation optioned the property in April 2002 after Larry Kornze, a 
director of Can, was intrigued by the potential for significant gold mineralization along the 
probable thrust contact between the Davidsville and Indian Islands groups where this thrust 
fault is postulated to intersect the AL.   Exploration included compilation and re-interpretation, 
grid re-establishment, 1:2,500 scale geological mapping and prospecting, and a structural 
interpretation, including satellite imagery analysis for target generation.  A 5 hole, 665 m, drill 
program was carried out in February/March 2003, part of a planned 1500 m program.  The 
drilling was curtailed prior to completion, even though they spent only approximately 1/3 of 
the JEA grant they had been given for the drilling, due to a change of emphasis to Peru.   The 
area of deep potential along the AL, which was the main interest by Kornze for the option, 
was not tested in their drill program.  The option was terminated and the property was returned 
to KriASK.   
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Figure 4 – Au Prospects – Appleton Linear (AL) Property 



In 2001, Rubicon Minerals Corporation optioned the JBP property from a number of 
individuals / groups including KriASK.  They discovered visible gold in quartz veins while 
prospecting along the shore of Gander Lake and panned gold near the Lachlan prospect, to the 
south of the present JBP property, in June 2002.  In 2003, further prospecting resulted in the 
discovery of abundant quartz float over a 3 km trend between H and Pocket Ponds, including 
an 800 m long, quartz boulder train along H-Pond Brook.  Visible gold was noted in the float 
boulders, giving values up to 159 g/t Au.   
 
Rubicon optioned the AL property in September 2005, and in 2006 transferred its interest in 
both the AL and JBP properties to Paragon Minerals Corporation (now Can Zinc) in a 
December 2006 “Plan of Arrangement” in which Paragon acquired all of Rubicon’s 
Newfoundland assets (Mullen, 2007).  The JBP-AL Property, consisted of 592 claims (14,800 
hectares) in 14 licences extending from the north shore of Gander Lake, northeast to the 
Second Pond area on the Gander River.  The property was subsequently optioned to Sprott 
Resources in 2010.  From 2001 to 2011, Rubicon/Paragon/Sprott carried out an aggressive 
exploration program on the JBP-AL property including core re-logging, grid / drill hole 
location surveys, prospecting and geological mapping, soil geochemistry, an airborne 
magnetic/electromagnetic survey, induced polarization, line cutting, trenching and diamond 
drilling.  In 2008, six drill holes, totalling 625 m (LG08-44 to LG08-49), the last holes drilled 
on the property, tested the Dome, Road and Keats/Baseline Prospects with two holes each.  
Results are summarized in the sections describing the showings, following.  

 
East Side 

 
Dome – The Dome showing, located approximately 100 m east of the north end of North 
Herman’s Pond, consists of a sigmoidal quartz, blow-out vein, with multiple narrow (<1m) 
brecciated quartz veins carrying abundant visible gold, hosted in weakly to moderately 
sericitized shales, close to a greywacke contact.  An area, approximately 7 by 10 m, sampled 
by four orthogonal channel samples, gave an average grade of 42.9 g/t Au, while diamond 
drilling gave 18.6 g/t Au over 8.6m, including 111.7 g/t over 1.2m (UCA DDH LG99-01) 
through the centre of the blowout.   Drilling has defined a gold bearing quartz vein zone over a 
40 m strike length to a depth of 50 m.   In the Paragon drilling in 2010, DDH’s LG08-44, 45 
tested for the extensions of the quartz vein system that gave the high grade intersection.  DDH 
LG08-44: targeted the western extension, collared 26 m west of LG-03-99 which gave 2.43 
g/t Au / 2.4 m.  It intersected weakly sericitic host units with 20% quartz veins carrying trace 
pyrite over 7.4 m.  No significant gold values were found.   LG08-45: tested the eastern 
extension, 25 m east of LG99-03 which gave 70.68 g/t Au / 2.6 m.  Four quartz vein zones, 
with minor pyrite, and trace arsenopyrite and chalcopyrite, from 1.9 to 8.2 m long, gave 
anomalous gold values up to 0.72 g/t / 0.5 m and 0.3 g/t / 3.6 m in a metasedimentary host 
characterized by weak to strong pervasive sericite alteration. 
 
Road – located approximately 450 m to the southeast of the Dome, consists of a sheared / 
folded zone of iron carbonate altered/boudinaged quartz veining that strikes to the north but is 
folded into an east-west orientation.   The main quartz vein is 0.3 to 0.7 m wide, and shallow 
dipping, carrying significant visible gold.   Channel sampling gives values up to 93.6 g/t Au / 
1 m and drilling gave 21.3 g/t Au / 2.7 m including 40.5 g/t Au / 1.2 m in DDH LG-99-4.    
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Paragon’s holes - LG08-46, 47 tested for extensions of auriferous west-northwest and 
northwest striking vein sets at step-outs of 50 m from closely-spaced holes LG99-4 to 6.    
Paragon’s hole LG08-46, targeting the southeast continuation of the NW to NNW striking 
structures; intersected two quartz vein zones measuring 7 and 1.2 m long from 18 to 70.7 m.   
Weak to strong, pervasive sericite and iron-carbonate alteration accompanied the lower quartz 
vein zone with trace pyrite and arsenopyrite.  The lower quartz vein zone averaged 0.28 g/t Au 
/ 1.1 m (69.6-70.7m) with no significant values found in the upper quartz vein zone.   LG08-
47 - tested the northwest extension; hit weakly sericitic host rocks with an 8.7 m quartz vein 
zone (72.9-81.6).  No significant gold values were intersected. 
 
Keats/Baseline – The Keats zone consists of a 100 m wide corridor of multiple, parallel, zones 
with quartz veining and some Fe carbonate alteration that varies from 3 to 9 m in width.  Gold 
assays in the range of 1 g/t were located although quartz float with visible gold gave up to 
1,896 g/t Au (Noranda – Fred Keats sampling) and visible gold is also noted in veins on the 
eastern margin of the zone.   It is located approximately 1.6 km to the south of the Dome to 
the east of South Herman’s Pond.  Veining is hosted in weakly to moderately iron carbonate 
altered and sericitized shales.  Diamond drilling indicates the vein is fault bounded and 
straddles a shale-greywacke contact, although better gold values tend to occur in the shale 
(Pilgrim, 2007).  The Baseline showing is located approximately 150 m to the north of the 
Keats zone and is a disrupted / boudinaged quartz vein system carrying visible gold, traceable 
over a 30 m strike length, hosted in moderately sericitic and weakly iron carbonatized shale.  
Channel sampling gave values up to 13.6 g/t Au / 1 m and drilling gave an intersection of 61.3 
g/t Au / 0.3m in hole LG-99-11.  The quartz veins with gold values were located mainly near a 
shale-greywacke contact.  Paragon’s drill holes LG08-48, 49 targeted the NE extension of 
gold intersections in 100 m spaced holes, LG99-11, 12 which gave 16.3 g/t Au / 2.3 m and 9.3 
g/t Au / 1.6 m.  The holes were drilled 50 and 100 m NE of the earlier holes.   LG08-48 - 
intersected six quartz vein zones, ranging from 1.8 to 13.1 m wide, from 13.6 to 137.7 m.  
Moderate to strong sericite / iron-carbonate alteration enveloped the quartz vein sections with 
two of the quartz vein zones (24.9-38 and 42.2-54.2 m) carrying sulphide mineralization - 
pyrite, trace arsenopyrite and rare chalcopyrite.  The sulphide bearing intervals gave gold 
values of 5.84 g/t / 1.2 m (25.8-27) and 5.95 g/T / 1.2 m (51.9-53.1).  Visible gold (VG) was 
noted at 52 m.   LG08-49 – intersected two quartz vein zones - 26.9-43.7 m and 91.4-97.2 m, 
characterized by moderate to strong sericite / iron-carbonate alteration carrying significant 
pyrite and minor arsenopyrite.  Two VG sights were noted in the upper interval which gave 
1.1 g/t / 7.7 m; incl. 3.14 g/t / 0.7 m.  The lower zone contained coarse visible gold and 
assayed 28.05 g/t / 0.4 m.   A fault zone from 15.1- 22.6 m, with poor core recovery, contained 
quartz veined, hydrothermally altered, sulphide-bearing rock fragments with assays of 5.76 g/t 
/ 1.1 m (16-17.1) incl. 8.7 g/t Au / 0.7 m (16.4-17.1). 
 
Lotto – located approximately 300 m north of the Dome, discovered during prospecting of a 
100-200 ppb gold-in-soil anomaly. Brecciated quartz veins are developed in weakly to 
moderately sericitic, moderate to strong, iron carbonate altered and sheared shales.  Visible 
gold in the quartz veins gives values of 11.8 g/t Au / 0.5 m in channel sampling (Dimmell, 
2000) while drilling has given values up to 11.1 g/t Au / 2.3 m including 76.2 g/t Au / 0.3 m in 
DDH LG-99-07. 
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West Side 
 
Cokes – located approximately 200 m west of the south end of South Herman’s Pond.  
Trenching, testing coincident Au/As soil anomalies, exposed an iron carbonate alteration zone 
approximately 8-10 m wide near the contact between sheared greywackes and shales. The 
alteration zone hosts boudinaged, variable width but narrow quartz veins, giving channel 
sample values of 1-2 g/t Au / over up to 7 m with higher values of 7.5 g/t Au / 1 m.   Diamond 
drilling gave best values of 2.9 g/T Au / 7.4 m incl. 4.7 g/t Au / 2.5 m, incl 5.7 g/t Au / 0.55 m 
in DDH LG-03-4. 
 
Hornet – located approximately 500 m northeast of Cokes, was discovered by trenching 
Au/As soil anomalies which exposed quartz veins associated with iron carbonate alteration in 
grey to black shales.  Channel sampling gave values to 1.27 g/t Au / 1 m.  No diamond drilling 
was carried out. 
 
Little – located approximately 500 m west of North Herman’s Pond, discovered while 
trenching testing Au/As soil anomalies.  Consists of a sheared, iron carbonate rich alteration 
zone up to 5 m wide with boudinaged quartz veins, in grey to green shales.  Black shales to the 
west of the shear are offset by the shear and also contain quartz veining.  Channel sampling 
gave 8.4 g/t Au / 4 m over a 35 m strike length.  Diamond drilling gave an assay of 0.98 g/t Au 
/ 0.7 m in DDH LG-99-16. 
 
Powerline – located approximately 600 m west of North Herman’s Pond, discovered during 
trenching of strong Au (3,940 ppb) / As (34,460 ppm) soil anomalies.  An iron carbonate 
alteration zone, up to 5 m wide, with minor narrow quartz veins is hosted in shales and 
conglomeratic greywackes.  Channel samples gave 2 g/t Au / 6 m and 1.4 g/t Au / 7 m.  
Diamond drilling gave 2.7 g/t Au / 1 m in DDH LG-99-17. 
 
Trench 26 – the northernmost trench on the west side of the AL was discovered during 
trenching of Au/As soil anomalies.  The only drill hole (LG-99-20) gave a value of 1.1 g/T 
over 24 m.  The zone remains open to both the north and south, as the closest drilling to the 
south is at the Powerline showing, approximately 400 m away, and no drilling has been 
carried out to the north. 
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JBP Linear 
 
The JBP Linear property hosts high-grade, gold-bearing, quartz veins in sedimentary units of 
the Davidsville formation.   The gold bearing mineralized system has been traced 15 km along 
strike giving drill intercepts of up to 255 g/T (5.5 oz/ton) Au / 0.5 m with three significant 
gold mineralized zones located - Pocket Pond, H-Pond, and 798 (798 g/T gold (23.3 oz/ton) in 
float). 
 
Exploration since 2002 by Rubicon Minerals Corp. and Paragon Minerals Corp. (now 
Canadian Zinc) has included: 9,879 m of diamond drilling in 54 holes, 25 trenches, 603 line 
km of airborne magnetic/electromagnetic surveys, 142.4 km of line cutting, 136 km of 
induced polarization (IP) surveys, 7457 B-horizon soil or humus samples, 7 lake sediment 
samples, 627 grab/float rock samples, 172 channel samples plus extensive prospecting and 
geological mapping.   The majority of the diamond drilling (30 holes, 5449 m) was focused on 
the H-Pond Prospect.  The mineralized zone remains open along strike and to depth with a 
high potential target area interpreted between the H-Pond prospect and the 798 prospect.  
 
Prospecting/soil geochemistry has been the most effective tool in evaluating the trend with 
most of the significant prospects found by follow up of gold in soil anomalies and general 
prospecting which located quartz veined floats carrying gold mineralization.   VG has been 
located at many locations along the trend extending over 15-20 km from Gander Lake to the 
798 showing area.   Wide-spaced drilling (100 m) at the Pocket Pond and H-Pond prospects 
has shown good continuity of the quartz vein zones.   VG is noted in grab samples and is also 
noted in 20 of the 54 drill holes.  The quartz zones are enveloped by broader envelope of 
moderate to strong hydrothermal alteration, sericite / Fe carbonate, that can be traced along 
strike.  The zones remain open laterally and to depth, with the two main prospects separated 
by approximately 900 m, part of a 15-20 km linear trend, with high gold potential extending to 
the northeast and southwest demonstrated by numerous gold bearing floats, including the 798 
prospect, gold in soil anomalies, and outcropping altered rock units. 
 
The most recent exploration carried out in 2010 / 2011, consisted of 74 line km of line cutting 
- baseline (BL100+00E), through the Pocket Pond / H-Pond Prospect area, extending 
northward 2.8 km at 042 degrees with orthogonal lines, at 132 degrees, at 100 m spacing, from 
L 137 to L 165 N.   The extended grid covered the aerial extent of the “H-Pond” and the high 
grade float boulders of the 798 Prospect.   68.5 line km of induced polarization (IP) covered 
the new lines, locating four significant IP chargeability high, with associated resistivity lows, 
trends including the NW Arm 1 and 2, the 798, and Quartz Pond, with associated anomalous 
gold in soils and float samples.   The geophysical signatures are similar to other targets, 
already drilled, which defined gold bearing quartz vein systems and associated wallrock 
alteration zones.  This recent (2011) IP survey has not been followed up by trenching or 
diamond drilling.    
 
Rubicon and Paragon’s exploration is summarized in reports by Moore (2003), MacVeigh 
(2004a, 2004b, and 2005), Mullen (2004, 2005), Newport (2006a, 2006b, 2007), Copeland 
and Newport (2007), House (2007), Cunnison and House (2008), Jansen and Mitton (2008) 
and Copeland (2011). 
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Figure 5 – Gold Prospects – Appleton and JBP Linear Area 

(Note: Licence #’s may not be correct – older map) 
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The individual prospects are described following. 
 
H-Pond Prospect 
Thirty-two (32) diamond drill holes totalling 5,766 m, tested the H-Pond mineralized quartz 
veins over strike length of 800 m and to a depth of 250 m. Multiple, broad (up to 24 m) gold-
bearing zones contain (on average) 25% quartz, with individual veins from <1 to 190 cm 
thick.   The veins consist of variably stylolitic, partly vuggy, quartz / iron carbonate veins 
which often contain VG.   Associated sulphides consist of up to 15% porphyroblastic pyrite 
and arsenopyrite with trace sulphosalts and base metal sulphides occurring adjacent to the 
veins, usually approximately 1-2% sulphides.  The quartz zones are enveloped by broader area 
of moderate to strong Fe-carbonate / sericite alteration that can be traced along strike.    
 
Significant drill intercepts include: 
 
HP-04-0 1: 0.75 g/t Au / 44.5 m incl. 12.4 g/t Au / 0.50 m 
HP-04-03: 11.7 g/t Au / 3.4 m incl. 16.3 g/t Au / 2.4 m 
HP-05-09: 2.1 g/t Au / 3.75 m incl. 9 g/t / 0.8 m 
HP-05-11: 5.5 g/t Au / 2.35 m incl. 6.9 g/t / 1.85 m 
HP-05-15: 3.4 g/t Au / 3.8 m incl. 9.8 g/t / 1.15 m 
HP-06-29: 2.4 g/t Au / 4.8 m incl. 6.6 g/t / 1 m 
HP-06-35: 6.15 g/t Au / 2.3 m incl. 12.3 g/t / 1.05 m 
 
Pocket Pond Prospect 
Fifteen drill holes, totalling 2,529 m, have tested the Pocket Pond Prospect, which is exposed 
in two surface trenches.   Drilling has traced the mineralized quartz vein zones over a strike 
length of 950 m and to a depth of 250 m.   Alteration and mineralization is similar to that at H-
Pond, except that Pocket Pond veins contain up to 10% combined pyrite-arsenopyrite.  
Significant drill intercepts include: 
 
HP-04-07: 6.6 g/t Au / 1.7 m incl. 25.2 g/t / 0.4 m 
HP-05-28: 5.4 g/t Au / 1.55 m incl. 14 g/t / 0.4 m 
HP-07-39: 1.9 g/t Au / 12.6 m incl. 14.4 g/t /  0.5 m 
HP-08-44: 12.4 g/t Au / 3.4 m incl. 84.8 g/t / 0.5 m 
HP-08-48: 11.1 g/t / 11.9 m incl. 255 g/t / 0.5 m 
 
798 Prospect 
High-grade, gold bearing (up to 798 g/t or 23.3 oz/ton Au), angular quartz boulders were 
discovered along a new logging road.   Bedrock, exposed by trenching, shows intense iron 
carbonate / sericite alteration.   A single drill hole (HP-07-36) testing the up-ice direction of 
the float, intersected Fe-carbonate altered sediments and quartz veins giving assays of up to 
0.85 g/t Au / 0.7 m.   The zone is thought to be the source for the high grade float which lies 
along the NE trend from the H-Pond mineralization.  The source of the high-grade boulders 
remains unexplained, however, given the angular nature of the boulders the source is 
interpreted to be nearby, to the SSW. 
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Paragon’s recommendations for further exploration on the JBP Linear property were: 
 

1) Drill testing of the four significant IP chargeability highs, with associated resistivity 
lows, with associated anomalous gold in soils and float samples - the NW Arm 1 and 
2, 798, and Quartz Pond.   The geophysical signatures are similar to other targets, 
already drilled, which defined gold bearing quartz vein systems and associated 
wallrock alteration zones. 
 

2) A series of near surface, closely spaced, drill holes totalling approximately 1,000 m, in 
areas of higher grade gold values in the H-Pond / Pocket Pond Prospect areas to give 
gold grade distribution, leading to a NI43-1 01 compliant resource estimate and bulk 
sample. 
 

 
8.0 2011/12 EXPLORATION 
 

8.1 General 
 
Exploration in 2011/2012 by NSR consisted of prospecting / geological evaluation, a 
structural study, an airborne high resolution magnetic survey which covered the entire 
property and a 3D compilation using Gocad software.    The Appleton Linear drill core is 
stored on core racks at the ASK office in Gander, having been transferred there in 2012 while 
the JBP Linear core is stored at the NLDNR core library in Buchans.    
 
The report on the structural study is appended as Appendix 3, and the airborne survey logistics 
report is appended as Appendix 4.   The airborne data (in geosoft format) plus the Gocad 3D 
compilation (pdf version) is included in the digital copy of this report.   
 
The exploration results are described following in the various sections.   
 

8.2 Prospecting / Geological Evaluation 
 

Prospecting / geological evaluation, including evaluation of drill core from the Appleton 
Linear, were carried out in the summer of 2011 (Aug. 11-14) and the late spring of 2012 (June 
5-8).   No rock samples were taken however gold panning was carried out by Al Keats on the 
main showings on both the Appleton and JBP Linear properties to illustrate the presence of 
free gold in the mineralizing systems.   The main emphasis in these visits was evaluation of 
the fault / alteration systems in order to better define and plan the exploration along the two 
structural trends, which have associated gold mineralization over significant strike lengths. 
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8.3 Structural Study 
 
8.3.1 General 
 
Caracle Creek International Consulting (CCIC) representative, Stephen Wetherup, carried out a 
structural geology study on the Linear Property, from July 6-10, 2012.   Three days were spent 
collecting structural measurements from outcrops and two days were spent reviewing drill core from 
the Appleton Linear Property.   The objective was to document the structural geology features in 
outcrop and core and to use this information to determine the relative timing of the various features and 
to determine how the relationship of gold mineralization to these features.    The paragenesis of the 
structural features and gold mineralization determines the morphology and location of the gold 
mineralization which results in recommendations for further exploration.   Wetherup’s report is 
appended as Appendix 4 with the following section summarized from his report.   His map is attached 
as Figure 6. 
 
8.3.2 Results 
 
The structural study defined at least four different deformational events of which, one and possibly two 
- the D2 and D3 events, appear to be related to gold mineralization (Wetherup, 2012).   Wetherup found 
that silica/Fe-carbonate/sericite alteration and QFC veining, related to the F3 folding, is associated with 
gold mineralization and that the dominant orientation for the gold mineralized veins are: (a) V3a ~ 110 
to 150 degrees, dipping steeply SW, with lenses and shoots that plunge moderately SW; and (b) V3b 

near parallel to foliation and sedimentary layering, commonly associated with shearing along foliation 
planes.   The F3 folding is the result of NE-SW directed compression which resulted in dextral shearing 
along the ductile zones in the stratigraphy and open folds (Wetherup, 2012).   Flexural folding is 
associated with several orientations of veins, including axial planar veins (V3a) and layer parallel (V3b) 
veins.   Tensional veins perpendicular to layering and ~ 45o to either side of the axial plane are of 
tertiary importance volumetrically.     
 
The large QFC zones (V3a), are lenses which have relatively short strike lengths as they are limited to 
brittle layers or high strain zones (shear zones) which are rarely more than 20 m thick and mostly less 
than 1 cm thick.   The lenses are Fe-carbonate altered and silicified and contain other gold bearing 
veins including the higher grade QFC lenses.   The NNE trending mineralized zones have the best 
potential to host economically significant volumes of gold mineralization (Wetherup, 2012).   
Wetherup indicated that it is unlikely that a single NW trending V3a QFC lens will have a long enough 
strike length to be economically significant on its own, although the lenses are elongated along a 
moderate SW plunge and may continue to depths of 100’s of meters.    He indicates that the most likely 
target for significant gold mineralized zones are NNE trending brittle layers like greywacke or 
conglomerate (specifically their contacts with shale) and high strain/shear zones.  
 
Gold mineralization is focused along NNE structures where F3 folding is more intense with intensity 
identified by close spaced, centimeter scale folds and by increased silicification / QFC veining.    
Generally the folds/crenulations are separated by 10’s of meters but they can close to less than a meter.    
The prediction of the spatial frequency of these zones is important for exploration however outcrop is 
limited and indirect methods are needed (Wetherup 2012). 
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8.3.3 Recommendations 
 
Wetherup recommended the following exploration for the Appleton Linear area: 
 

1) Since gold in soil geochemical data shows a strong NNE trend and appears to reflect gold 
distribution in bedrock, tightening the sample spacing may better define gold anomalies and 
identify zones to focus trenching and drilling efforts.   Northwest trends, reflective of 
mineralized, major F3 axial traces may also be defined.     

2) Fe-carbonate-sericite-silica pyrite alteration is chargeable in an IP survey, although the 
unaltered sedimentary units, especially black shales carrying significant pyrite, could also be 
chargeable.    Silicification, associated with the alteration/mineralization, is resistive but the 
altered / mineralized zones are generally sheared and pyrite along slip planes may make the 
zones conductive.    IP data is not likely to directly indicate where intense alteration zones 
occur or the results will be cryptic, however, using IP data and other geophysical datasets to 
identify the stratigraphic units (trending NNE), and cross-cutting F3 axial traces, which will 
possibly occur as discordant NW features and then inferring where they intersect NNE 
mineralized zones may define stronger or more intense gold mineralization.     

3) Relogging of historical drill core, focused on identifying the F3 fold spacing and shear zones, 
should be carried out.   Many of the interpreted sections in the reports do not reflect the surface 
geology or the core itself with the major flaw the reliance on gold assays and not the geology. 

4) Drilling eastward or westward to test the NNE trending near vertical zones, and also cutting 
the F3 axial planes to maximize the likelihood of intersecting high grades shoots, which plunge 
to the SW.   An east direction at -450

 is ideal.   Wetherup indicated that the orientation of drill 
holes has been an issue, as most the holes either parallel the NNE trending high strain/shear 
zones, the stratigraphy, or the F3 axial planes.  The primary exploration target is a NNE 
trending, high strain/shear zone, or the contact between brittle and ductile units, as they are 
more likely to carry significant gold mineralization. 
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Fig. 6 – Structural Analysis of the Appleton Linear 
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8.4 Airborne - High Resolution Magnetic Gradiometer Survey 
 

 8.4.1 General 
 
An airborne, high resolution, magnetic gradiometer survey was carried out over the Appleton 
Linear / JBP Linear property in July 2012.   Contractor was Goldak Surveys using a fixed 
wing aircraft with flight lines every 100 m at an orientation of 120°/300° UTM and an allowed 
min/max separation of 25 metres (25%).   Control Lines were flown at a bearing of 30°/210° 
UTM and nominal spacing of 1000 metres.   The mean terrain clearance (MCT) was 80 m.   
Two flights were required with a total of 2092 line km flown.   Gander was used as the base of 
operations.    
 
Maps produced at 1:25 000 scale included: Total Magnetic Field (Mag) and Calculated First 
Vertical Derivative of the Magnetic Field (CVG).   The maps were delivered as paper copies 
as well as digitally, as packed Geosoft maps, and PDF files.   Two preliminary maps – the 
Analytical Signal (Fig. 7) and the Digital Elevation Model (Fig. 8) plus the Total Magnetic 
Field (Mag - Fig. 9) and the Calculated First Vertical Derivative of the Magnetic Field (CVG 
– Fig. 10) are included with this report.   The Goldak logistical report is included in Appendix 
4 and the digital data plus the maps as pdf’s are provided on CD/DVD with this report. 
 
 8.4.2 Results 
 
The survey gave significant structural and lithologic information that will be of use in 
planning further exploration on the property.   
 
On the magnetics, the GRUB line ultramafic units show up as a strong magnetic high on the 
extreme eastern side of the property, while the magnetic intensity gradually increases to the 
west across the claim group with a strong break, possibly reflective of a lithology change, 
trending NNE through the centre of the property.   Narrow, linear magnetic structures, 
possibly reflecting mafic dikes, trend NNE in the southern portion of the property but trend 
NW in the extreme northern part of the survey area.   The analytical signal shows strong, N 
trending, linears in the central part of the property with narrower, discontinuous linears 
trending NNE through the rest of the property.   The calculated vertical derivative shows 
mostly NNE trending linears throughout the property with some NW trending zones in the 
north part of the property and a few WNW trends in the south-central part of the claims.   It 
also shows weakly, a WSW trend, possibly reflecting a fault that crosses the southern end of 
the claims in the assumed vicinity of the south end of North Herman’s Ponds. 
The digital elevation (DEM) shows the Gander River as a sinuous low extending across the 
property from the west to the east, with a higher area, trending NNE, separating the Appleton 
and JBP Linears, located to the east of the River.   The Appleton Linear can be seen as a weak 
low area, extending from the Gander River, just to the west of the higher area, and extending 
through Herman’s Ponds.    A crosscutting linear, trending WSW cuts the generally higher 
topography in the southern part of the property extending across the southern end of North 
Herman’s Pond.    This linear, probably reflecting a fault, appears to offset the high area to the 
north, more easterly to the south, by about 2 km.    
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Figure 7 – Preliminary Analytical Signal
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Figure 8 - Preliminary Digital Elevation Model  
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9.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The exploration carried out by True Claim / Northern Skye Resources has better defined the 
geological and structural setting on the Linear property, both the Appleton and JBP Linears.   
The structural study, although carried out mainly on the Appleton Linear property, is relevant 
to the deformation history on the JBP Linear since the structural linears (Appleton and JBP) 
are less than 5 km apart and both trend NNE generally parallel to the Gander River Ultramafic 
Belt (GRUB line) which defines a major structural lineament defining the western margin of 
the Gander Zone. 
 
The airborne has also assisted in both the structural and lithologic understanding of the 
property defining both areas of higher magnetic intensity and structures passing through them. 
 
It is recommended, dependent upon financing: 
 

1) Detailed soil geochemistry along both Linears to better define near surface targets. 
  

2) Surface / borehole geophysics (IP) testing areas along the Appleton Linear as defined 
by the structural analysis. 

 
3) Diamond drilling to test along, and to depth, on the JBP Linear plus follow up DD on 

targets located along the Appleton Linear (AL).   On the JBP Linear property targets 
would be as recommended in the Paragon 2011 report while on the Appleton Linear 
property emphasis should be placed on the western side of the AL where rock units, 
greywacke’s and sandstones appear to be more amenable to alteration and 
mineralization.  

  
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Peter M. Dimmell, P.Geo.      Date: May 24/13 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 
 

2011/12 ASSESSMENT COSTS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2012 Assessment Report – Appleton Linear / JBP Linear Property 



Cost Type Expenses 6821M 6823M 7984M 9713M 15698M 15700M 15701M 15703M 15923M 15984M 19880M 19896M Totals
Compilation Labour / expenses 1,000 2,500 4,000 3,300 3,500 1,200 1,500 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,500 1,100 22,600
Line cutting Contract 0
Prospecting Labour / Expenses 300 500 1,000 1,400 300 300 500 200 200 100 200 200 5,200

Analyses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Geology Labour / Expenses 1,000 4,100 9,000 9,000 8,000 2,000 3,000 2,200 2,100 8,000 6,000 1,100 55,500

Analyses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Geochemistry Labour / Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Streams Analyses 0
Geochemistry Labour / Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Soils Analyses 0
Airborne High Resolution Magnetics 500 1,000 12,200 8,700 19,100 4,600 19,500 1,700 2,200 19,900 8,500 800 0
Diamond Drilling Contract 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Analysis 0
Labour / Expenses / core storage 0 0 1,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,600

Reports Labour / expenses 25 50 625 375 975 250 1,000 100 125 1,025 450 50 5,050
Supervision 500 500 1,000 1,000 1,000 500 1,000 400 500 600 500 300 7,800
TOTAL $3,325 $8,650 $29,425 $23,775 $32,875 $8,850 $26,500 $5,600 $6,125 $30,625 $17,150 $3,550 $196,450

# of claims to be retained 2 4 50 30 78 19 80 7 9 82 35 3 399
Assessment Yr in 2012 13 13 14 9 10 10 10 10 3 11 0 0
Assessment Yr in 2013 14 14 15 10 11 11 11 11 4 12 1 1
Expenditures Previous $70,426 $26,169 $477,732 $111,512 $472,121 $99,050 $545,184 $35,034 $4,790 $684,272 $0 $0 $2,526,290
Date Assessment Due

Total Ass. Req'd to Date (2012) $14,400 $28,800 $405,000 $117,000 $430,740 $85,500 $360,000 $31,500 $5,250 $442,800 $0 $0 $1,920,990
Excess Expenditure 2012 $56,026 -$2,631 $72,732 -$5,488 $41,381 $13,550 $185,184 $3,534 -$460 $241,472 $0 $0 $605,300

Assessment Exp. 2012 $3,325 $8,650 $29,425 $23,775 $32,875 $8,850 $26,500 $5,600 $6,125 $30,625 $17,150 $3,550 $196,450
Assessment required for 2013 $1,800 $3,600 $45,000 $18,000 $70,200 $17,100 $72,000 $6,300 $3,150 $73,800 $7,000 $600 $318,550
Excess Expenditure   2013+ $57,551 $2,419 $57,157 $287 $4,056 $5,300 $139,684 $2,834 $2,515 $198,297 $10,150 $2,950 $483,200

Notes ML 2019 10 yr loss
Date Work Due 2019 2013 2017 2013 2013 2013 2014 2013 2013 2016 2013 2013

deposits o/s $2,632 $5,874 $3,671 $1,960 $1,750 $150 $16,037
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John Carter   Prospecting Aug. 11-14/11   4 
Mississauga, ON. 
 
Peter Dimmell   Report Writing    8 
St. John’s, NL.  March-May 2012 
 
Scott Jobin-Bevans  Prospecting / Geological evaluation   
Domican Republic  Aug. 11-14/11; June 5-8/12   8 
 
Allan Keats   Prospecting     4 
Benton, NL.   Aug. 12/13 
 
Terry Loney   Prospecting      
Sudbury, ON.   Aug. 11-14/11; June 5-8/12   8 
 
 
 
 
 

Contractors 
 
ASK Prospecting/Guiding Core moving/storage    2 
Gander, NL. 
 
Caracle Creek IC  Structural Study    5 
Steve Wetherup 
Vancouver, BC. 
 
Goldak Airborne Surveys Airborne Survey    - 
Mississauga, ON. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Caracle Creek representative, Stephen Wetherup, was requested by Northern Skye Resources to conduct a 

structural geology study on its Linear Property and the JBP Property, if time permitted.  The site visit 

occurred from July 6th to July 10th, 2012, during which time three days were spent collecting structural 

measurements from outcrops on the Linear and JBP Properties and two days reviewing drill core from the 

Linear Property.  The objective of the site visit was to document all of the structural geology features in 

outcrop and in the core and use this information to determine the relative timing of the various features 

and how gold mineralization relates to these features.  Ultimately, the paragenesis of structural features 

and gold mineralization will be used to arrive at conclusions about the morphology and location of gold 

mineralization and make exploration recommendations. 

The Property is located approximately 15 km west of the central Newfoundland town of Gander and 

lies entirely within NTS sheets 2D/15 and 2/E/02. The Trans-Canada Highway (TCH) crosses the 

southwestern portion of the Property while several woods roads lead to most of the exploration sites. 

2.0 PROPERTY GEOLOGY 

The Property lies within the Dunnage tectonostratigraphic zone of the Appalachian Orogen, and 

covers mainly Davidville Group rocks, a Late Ordovician to Silurian metasedimentary sequence. 

Rock types underlying the Property are north-northeast trending grey to black slate and siltstone, 

minor red slate, greywacke, pebble conglomerate, graphitic argillite, and minor sandstone intruded 

locally by ultramafic dykes. Deformation during the Siluro-Devonian period resulted in widespread 

crustal thickening, regional greenschist and amphibolite-grade metamorphism causing crustal 

melting and widespread plutonism (Vatcher and Evans, 2010). 

A major feature which dominates the Linear Property is the “Appleton Linear” which is a straight 

NNE trending topographic low that transects the area and is spatially associated with gold 

mineralization (Figure 1).  Rock types on the east side of this linear are dominated by shale and 

siltstone with rare interlayered greywacke and conglomerate.  On the west side of the Appleton 

Linear outcrops greywacke and conglomerate is more common. 

  



 
Figure 1. Linear Property gold showings & the NNE trending “Appleton Linear”.
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The JBP area is similar in that it is dominated by the NNE trending “Joe Batts Linear” where all the 

gold showings occur near or within.  The JBP area is distinct from the Linear area in that it is almost 

exclusively underlain by green to black shale. 

3.0 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

Numerous structural features were observed during the site visit and the orientation of these features were 

measured, their location documented and their relationship with other structural features noted.  Below is 

a summary description of each of these features in grouped into deformation events from oldest to 

youngest. 

3.1 Host Rocks (So) 

Compositional layering consisting of finely interlayered to laminated black shale, green shale, siltstone 

and greywacke is generally oriented ~ 020 and near vertical.  On the east side of the Appleton Linear the 

layering dips steeply eastward and on the west side it dips steeply westward.  Transposed bedding in the 

JBP area also trends ~020 and dips steeply westward.  There are some more massive greywacke and 

conglomerate units generally on the west side of the Appleton Linear. 

So is isoclinally folded along an axial planar foliation (S1; Figure 2). 

3.2 D1 – Deformational Features 

Three features are attributed to have developed during D1 are the dominant foliation in the region, S1, the 

isoclinal folding of the bedding, F1, and the development of contorted quartz-chlorite veins, V1.  The first 

two features are related in that the S1 foliation is the axial plane to the F1 isoclinal folds (Figure 2).  As 

mentioned above, the orientation of the S1 foliation is in most locations parallel to the So layering (except 

where fold hinges occur) and trend ~ 020 nearly vertical. 

The development of foliation is not consistent throughout the sedimentary rocks with black shale and 

finely interlayered black shale and siltstone zones appear to have taken more strain and locally these 

zones appear to have accommodated simple shearing.  These zones may be large scale isoclinal hinge 

zones which would explain the higher degree of strain.  Within these areas of high strain contorted white 

bull quartz-chlorite lenses (V1) occur which plunge steeply (70-80o) NNE (020). 
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Figure 4.  Keats Zone, F3 fold with boudinaged quartz veins and Fe-carbonate along margins.  F3 axial 
                traces (dashed lines).
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4.0 GOLD MINERALIZED ZONES 

Most of the gold mineralized zones on the Linear Property were either visited in the field or the drill core 

reviewed.  This section summarizes the observations. 

4.1 Keats/Baseline Showing 

Gold mineralization in the Keats/Baseline area is a zone of QFC veining and Fe-carbonate alteration 

which strikes ~ 200 and dips ~80o to the west.  Veins observed in the core and on surface are dominantly 

thin boudinaged QFC veins and lenses that are nearly parallel S1 (~ 10o apart) and the boudins plunge 

moderately southward.  These occur within a interlayered zone of black shale, green shale and greywacke 

which locally appear to be sheared dextrally with commonly 2-3 cm movement along shear planes.  The 

zone is folded by F3 fold crenulations and locally QFC veinlets/lenses are developed along the axial 

planes of these fold zones. 

Locally, large bull quartz-chlorite boudins (V1) occur and are cut by the QFC V3 veins.  These V1 veins 

can be one to two meters across and are cut by the V3 veins and appear to act like brittle zones within the 

stratigraphy.  Sampling from these V1 veins seems to show that they are barren where the QFC veins 

carry gold.  Distinguishing these quartz-chlorite veins from the QFC veins is difficult especially where the 

overprinting Fe-carbonate alteration occurs. However, the V1 veins are cut by later QFC veins, the V1 

veins are generally massive (i.e. not vuggy) and lenses are elongated steeply NNE. 

Overall, the Keats/Baseline mineralization and Fe-carbonate alteration appears to be related to the F3 

folding and associated shearing along So/S1.  Since, folds occur at different scales from the cm, to 10’s of 

m to 100’s of meters there is likely to be higher grade ore shoots which plunge moderately SW.  The drill 

holes in this area are oriented 295 and -45o which is not the idea drilling direction as it is (1) only ~20o to 

the general orientation of the overall zone and (2) is parallel to the F3 axial planes which may contain 

higher grade gold mineralization. 

4.2 Road Showing 

The main quartz body that was trenched in this area is difficult to determine its orientation exactly but it 

appears to be generally oriented ~ 110 and steeply dipping.  Drilling data confirms this orientation which 

is exactly the orientation of the F3 axial planes measured in this area suggesting this vein is a V3a axial 

planar vein.  
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shearing along the foliation in the outcrop which is oriented ~200 dipping 85o to the W.  Numerous other 

boudinaged and sheared vein “shoots” occur within the shear zone adjacent to the Dome vein. 

An analysis of the core shows that the outcrop observations continue to depth but also show that most of 

the more massive quartz vein material appears to be V1, quartz-chlorite and are not gold bearing.  Locally, 

these V1 veins occur within gold bearing zones but they are cut by vuggy QFC veins which appear to 

prefer these brittle quartz bodies to fracture and mineralize.  These shear zones although active during D3 

may have also been active during D1 and are just zones of weakness that were re-activated. 

4.4 Lotto Showing 

Only drill core was veined from this area.  From a review of two of the holes LG-99-09 and 99-07 the 

mineralized zones look very similar to the Dome, Road and Keats areas as it is associated with QFC veins 

either parallel to foliation or parallel to the F3 fold axes.  Hole LG99-09 intersected significant lengths of 

gold mineralization up to 20.1 m long at 1.57 g/t Au.  This hole was drilled at -45o and directed 235 which 

is nearly parallel to the strike of the stratigraphy and S1 and oriented ~ 20-30o to the F3 axial planes.  

Hence, this hole is likely cutting the mineralization obliquely, and the intercept is not true width. 

4.5 Trench 26 Showing 

Outcrop was very poor in this area but the few that were visited consisted of foliated shale and 

greywacke.  Layering (S0) is parallel to the foliation (S1) and oriented 015/80 and this is folded by Z folds 

(F3) that have axial planes oriented 131/70.   These are virtually identical orientations to those observed 

for these features in the other target areas. 

Reviewing drill core shows that this area is distinct in that there are thicker sequences of greywacke and 

locally conglomerate with little interlayered shale.  Gold mineralization is generally associated with the 

contact between these coarse clastic units and the shale and siltstone units.  In hole LG-99-20, a 24.5 m 

intercept returned 1.02 g/t Au and occurs mainly within greywacke where F3 axial planar QFC veins are 

thickest and best developed in the greywacke layers.  The shale and siltstone layers have absorbed 

significant strain and are sheared especially at the greywacke contacts.  Unlike the 20.1 m intercept in the 

Lotto area, the 99-20 drill hole cuts the layering and foliation between 70 and 45o to CA, and the 24.5 m 

intercept is a relatively good approximation of the true width.  Also, these core axis angle measurements 

suggest that the foliation and layering dips steeply eastward. 
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4.6 Little Showing 

A mostly submerged trench was visited that uncovered a 146/65 oriented V3a, QFC vein that cuts the 

foliate greywacke and shale which is oriented 019/61 (east dipping).  Again, this outcrop is folded by F3 

veins and the large vein is axial planar to these folds. 

4.7 Cokes Showing 

This area was not visited but core from several of the drill holes in this area were examined due to the fact 

there are several drill holes in the same local drilled in varying directions.  Hole LG-99-14 was drilled at 

295 and -45o which is roughly perpendicular to the foliation and layering (S0/S1) while holes LG-03-03 

and 04 are drilled parallel to S0/S1 and perpendicular to the F3 axial planes.  Hole LG-99-14 intersected 3 

m of 1.2 g/t Au starting at 67.7 m depth.  This zone consists of sheared shale with numerous sheared and 

boudinaged QFC veins/lenses which are being rotated into parallelism with the foliation/layering by the 

foliation parallel shearing and some that are F3 axial planar veins perpendicular to foliation.  Fe-carbonate 

alteration is intense in this sheared zone and there are no large quartz veins here. 

Having holes drilled along two different azimuths confirmed the orientation of S0/S1 is approximately 

020/80 and F3 axial planes ~130/60.  Holes LG-03-03 and 04 were drilled ~10-20o to layering and 

collared in greywacke, higher in the stratigraphy than where mineralization was intersected in LG-99-14 

which was below a greywacke unit. 

5.0 STRUCTURAL DISCUSSION 

There are at least four different deformational events on the Linear and JBP Properties, of which one and 

possibly two events D2 and D3 appear to be related to gold mineralization.  Crenulation folding related to 

D2 was only observed on the JBP Property and several shallowly east dipping QFC veins returned > 1 g/t 

Au assays in one trench.  These shallowly dipping veins were only observed in one outcrop and no core 

was reviewed from the JBP area it is difficult to determine whether these flat lying QFC veins are related 

to the F2 crenulation folding or whether the fact they are in the same orientation as the F2 axial planes is 

merely coincidence. 

However, it is clear from data collected on the both Linear and JBP Properties that silica-Fe-carbonate-

sericite alteration and QFC veining related to F3 folds are associated with gold mineralization.  The two 

dominant orientations for the gold mineralized veins are (a) V3a ~ 110 to 150 dipping steeply SW lenses  



 

Figure 8 (a).  Typical joints/veins formed from folding a brittle layer of rock.  Axial planar “cross-joints” such 
as the axial planar V3a veins occur as well as layer parallel “sheeting joints” (V3b).  

Figure 8 (b).  Another representation of  joints typically found in a folded body of rock.  Numerous brittle 
joints/veins are produced  should the folding occur in brittle layers
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and shoots that plunge moderately SW and (b) V3b near parallel to the foliation and sedimentary layering 

and commonly associated with shearing along foliation planes.  Both of these veins are related to the F3 

folding which is a result of NE-SW directed compression which resulted in dextral shearing along the 

ductile zones in the stratigraphy and open folds.  Flexural folding is commonly associated with several 

orientations of veins (Figure 8), including axial planar veins (V3a) and layer parallel (V3b) veins.  Also, 

there are usually tensional veins perpendicular to layering and ~ 45o to either side of the axial plane 

(Figure 8) but these are of tertiary importance volumetrically. 

What is clear from the structural data is that the large QFC zones (V3a), are lenses which do not continue 

along strike as they are limited to brittle layers or high strain zones which are rarely more than 20 m thick 

and mostly less than 1 cm thick.  However, these large QFC lenses occur within ether brittle or high strain 

zones (shear zones) which are Fe-carbonate altered and silicified and contain other gold bearing veins 

including these higher grade QFC lenses.   It is these NNE zones of mineralization which have the best 

potential to host economically significant volumes of gold mineralized rock. It is very unlikely that a 

single NW trending V3a QFC lens will have enough strike length to be economically significant on its 

own.  Admittedly, these NW trending QFC lenses are more elongated along a moderate SW plunge and 

may continue to depths of 100s of meters but as mentioned above they have a very small strike and hence 

still aren't likely to add significant tonnes on their own. 

Therefore, the most likely targets to host significant tonnes of gold mineralized rock are NNE trending 

brittle layers like greywacke or conglomerate (specifically their contacts with shale) and high strain/shear 

zones.  The main issue for exploration drilling is that brittle layers and high strain/shear zones contain a 

heterogeneous distribution of gold and locally are weakly anomalous.  However, gold appears to be 

focused in areas along the NNE structures where F3 folding is more intense.  Folding intensity is generally 

identified by a closer spacing between the centimeter scale folds and locally by an increase in 

silicification and QFC veining.  In many areas these folds/crenulations are separated by 10s of meters but 

locally they can close to less than a meter.  For exploration purposes it is important to be able to predict 

the spatial frequency of these zones but outcrop is insufficient to do this and less direct methods are 

needed (see next section).  

6.0 RECOMMENDATION 

Reconnaissance soil geochemical survey data collected on the Linear Property show a strong NNE trend 

to gold in soils and appears to reflect gold distribution in bedrock.  Hence, tightening the soil sample 
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spacing may better define the gold anomalies and identify zones along the NNE trends to focus 

drilling/trenching efforts.  Also, it may be possible to identify NW trends in the data which are likely to 

be major F3 axial traces that are mineralized. 

Fe-carbonate-sericite-silica pyrite alteration is commonly chargeable in IP surveys although some of the 

unaltered sedimentary units could be chargeable.  Generally, the silicification associated with this 

alteration is resistive but many of the altered and mineralized zones are sheared and the alignment of 

pyrite along slip planes could make these zones conductive.  Hence, IP data is not likely to directly 

indicate where intense alteration zones occur or at least the results will be cryptic.  However, using IP 

data and other geophysical datasets to identify the stratigraphic units (NNE) and cross-cutting F3 axial 

traces will possibly show up as discordant NW features in the data and inferring where they intersect 

known NNE mineralized zones may indicate zones of more intense gold mineralization. 

Historical drill core should be re-logged with a focus on identifying the spacing of F3 folds and the 

location of sheared zones.  Many of the interpreted sections completed in historical reports do not mimic 

the geology observed on surface or even the core itself.  A major flaw with many of the section 

interpretations is that they use they rely almost entirely on the gold assays and not on the geology. 

Finally, orientation of drill holes has been an issue in the historical drilling as almost all the holes either 

parallel the NNE trending high strain/shear zones, the stratigraphy or the F3 axial planes.  As mentioned 

in the discussion, the primary exploration target should be to discover/outline a NNE trending high 

strain/shear zones or contacts between brittle and ductile units as they are more likely to produce 

economically significant tonnes of gold mineralized rock. Therefore, drilling either eastward or westward 

will test these NNE trending near vertical zones but to cut as many of the F3 axial planes and maximize 

the likelihood of intersecting high grades shoots which plunge to the SW an eastward direction and -45o is 

ideal. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

This report describes an airborne survey carried out over the Gander Project area in Newfoundland.  The 
high sensitivity aeromagnetic gradiometer survey was carried out by Goldak Airborne Surveys (Goldak)  on 
behalf of Northern Skye Resources Ltd. on July 28th and 29th, 2012. 

 Aircraft equipment operated included three cesium vapour, digitally compensated magnetometers, a GPS 
real-time and post-corrected differential positioning system, a flight path recovery camera, digital titling and 
recording system, as well as radar and barometric altimeters.  All data was recorded digitally in GEDAS 
binary file format. 

Reference ground equipment included a GEM Systems GSM-19W Overhauser magnetometer. 

All installations are described in more detail in Section 4 of this report.  Equipment specifications can be 
found in Section 6. 

Two flights were required to complete the survey block.  A total of 2092 line kilometres of high resolution 
magnetic gradiometer data was collected, processed and plotted.   

The traverse lines were flown north/south on a spacing of 100 metres with perpendicular control lines flown 
at a separation of 1000 metres.  The Gander, NL was used as the base of operations for the survey. 
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2. SURVEY AREA LOCATION 

Gander Project area is centred roughly 12 km northwest of Gander, NL with the midpoint at 49° 01’ N, 54° 
45’ W.  The block consisted of 2092 line kilometres (1891 km of traverse lines and 201 km of tie lines).  The 
coordinates provided by Northern Skye are as follows: 

NAD 83 Zone 21 N 

Corner Easting Northing Corner Easting Northing Corner Easting Northing 

1 669672 5439223 16 667531 5426707 31 658954 5435223 
2 669954 5439229 17 667525 5426197 32 659451 5435211 
3 670224 5439677 18 664881 5426197 33 660261 5434744 
4 671200 5439112 19 663531 5423712 34 661470 5434726 
5 671016 5438769 20 661156 5423694 35 661470 5435223 
6 671022 5438217 21 660991 5423406 36 662003 5435247 
7 669010 5435327 22 660015 5423970 37 664537 5433787 
8 669016 5434192 23 660635 5425081 38 667218 5438463 
9 668531 5434186 24 656984 5427191 39 665967 5439199 
10 668519 5433198 25 656960 5430744 40 665985 5440721 
11 667758 5433192 26 657782 5432088 41 665990 5440720 
12 667513 5432683 27 657463 5432714 42 667015 5440732 
13 667519 5431118 28 657481 5434211 43 669672 5439223 
14 669028 5430223 29 657991 5434732    
15 669004 5426701 30 658960 5434726    

Table 1 – Gander Project  Block Coordinates Provided by Northern Skye  

To comply with Goldak’s 8 kilometer minimum line length requirement the block was redrawn to the following 
coordinates: 

NAD 83 Zone 21 N 

Corner Corner Corner Corner Corner Corner Corner Corner Corner 

1 655634 5426400 9 661961 5435350 17 667152 5426111 
2 656950 5428649 10 665937 5442284 18 666854 5425601 
3 656049 5429175 11 673003 5438208 19 665973 5426110 
4 657728 5432014 12 668643 5430566 20 665720 5425667 
5 656557 5432691 13 669448 5430099 21 664905 5426148 
6 658513 5435952 14 669089 5429491 22 662709 5422324 
7 660493 5434802 15 670254 5428835 23 655634 5426400 
8 661097 5435847 16 668273 5425469    

Table 2 – Actual Coordinates Flown for Gander Project 
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Figure 1 - Location of the Gander Project Block 
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3.  CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS 

3.1 Line Spacing 

Traverse Lines bearing: 120°/300° UTM  
 spacing: 100 metres 

 allowed min/max separation: 25 metres (25%) 
Control Lines bearing 30°/210° UTM  
 nominal spacing: 1000 metres 

3.2 Altitude 

Altitude control was accomplished via a smooth drape calculated using topographic data available NASA’s 
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 

  nominal altitude: 80 m MTC (mean terrain clearance) 
tolerance: a maximum 16 m (20%) deviation from the preplanned surface over 1 km, subject to            

aircraft safety. 

3.3 Diurnal 

A maximum tolerance of 2nT (peak to peak) deviation from a long chord equivalent to a period of 20 seconds 
was not to be exceeded. This is roughly the time required to cross two control lines.  

3.4 Magnetic Noise 

The magnetic noise was not to exceed 0.1 nT in the 4th digital difference. 

 

All data was fully examined in the field and was deemed to have met the above specifications. 
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4.  AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT 

4.1 Aircraft 

The aircraft used on this survey was a Piper PA-31 Navajo, registration C-GJBG, owned and operated by 
Goldak Airborne Surveys.  The aircraft is fitted with a 4-meter stinger attached to the rear fuselage on the 
centerline of the aircraft.  The attitude sensing fluxgate magnetometer is positioned at the midpoint of the stinger.  
Sensors are also attached on each wingtip one metre outboard of the aircraft.  The three sensors form a two axis 
gradiometer with the following dimensions: 

    Lateral: 14.865 m 
    Longitudinal: 9.754 

The aircraft has been extensively modified, both mechanically and electrically, to minimize the effects of 
maneuvering on the measured magnetic field.  C-GJBG has demonstrated a Figure of Merit of less than 0.7 nT 
as measured to Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) specification.  Typical FOMs under less than ideal 
calibration environments are 0.9 nT for the tail magnetometer.  This low level of magnetic noise is considered to 
be exceptional by experts at the National Research Council. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Aircraft C-GJBG 

4.2 Magnetometer and Compensation  

The airborne magnetometers used are Geometrics G-822A optically pumped cesium vapor types with sensitivity 
of 0.005 nT.  The magnetometer’s Larmor signal is decoupled and counted by an RMS Instruments AADCII 
compensator, and data are produced at a rate of 10 Hz with a resolution of 0.001 nT.  The data bandwidth is 
from 0 to 0.9 Hz with an internal noise level of less than 0.002 nT. 

The AADCII compensates for magnetic noise due to aircraft motion and heading.  Prior to the survey, the aircraft 
is taken to an area of low magnetic gradient at a high altitude (7000’ AGL +) and put through a series of rolls, 
pitches and yaws on each of the survey’s cardinal headings.  This is done so that the AADCII can form a model 
of the aircraft’s magnetic characteristics without the near influence of the local geology.  The remaining magnetic 
distortion is quantified by a term known as the Figure of Merit, or FOM. The Geological Survey of Canada uses a 
figure of merit of 1.5 or less as standard survey criteria.  As stated above, this aircraft has an exceptional typical 
FOM of approximately 0.9 nT.   

C-GJBG flew a compensation flight on July 27, 2012 prior to the commencement of survey operations.  This 
flight took place over an area of low magnetic gradient selected from publically available magnetic data.  The 
results of this compensation flight are posted in Appendix A. 
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4.3 Magnetic Base Station 

To monitor magnetic diurnal conditions Goldak used GEM Systems GSM19W Overhauser type proton 
precession base station magnetometers with GPS time base.  The unit was configured to log data both internally 
and externally to an Acumen compact flash memory card writer.  The unit was also equipped with a VHF radio 
link to the processing office so that diurnal conditions could be monitored in real time.  The magnetic base 
station was set up on the west end of the Gander Airport grounds about 250 metre south of the threashold of 
Runway 13. 

 

Name Latitude Longitude Reference Value 

Basemag1 48° 57’ 2.084”N 54° 35 ’ 12.27874”W 51900 nT 
 

Table 3 - Magnetic Base Station Details 

4.4 GPS Positioning System 

The GPS receiver in the survey aircraft was a Novatel OEM4 Propak 12 channel dual-frequency differential unit 
that communicates directly with the GEDAS system.  This unit is used for navigation purposes and also logs 
data for post-flight differential corrections.   

GPS signals can be affected by atmospheric and ionospheric effects which typically reduce the accuracy of the 
positioning to approximately 10 metres RMS.  For this survey these errors were corrected for by use of Precise 
Point Positioning (PPP).  By combining precise satellite positions and clocks with a dual-frequency GPS receiver 
(to remove the first order effect of the ionosphere), PPP is able to provide position positioning solutions at 
centimeter to decimeter level without requiring the use of a base GPS station.  The word “precise” is used to 
distinguish it from the conventional point positioning techniques that use only code or phase-smoothed code as 
the principal observable for position determination.  

4.5 Radar Altimeter 

The aircraft had two radar altimeters installed.  The primary unit was a Thompson ERT-160 with a range of 0 – 
8000 feet, one meter resolution and an accuracy of 2%.  A Terra TRA-30 with an accuracy of 5-7% over a range 
of 40 to 2500 feet was the secondary altimeter.   

4.6 Barometric Altimeter 

The aircraft was equipped with a Setra model 270 barometric altimeter.  This instrument has an accuracy of 1 
meter. 

4.7 Flight Path Camera 

The flight path was recorded by a Panasonic GP-KR222 SV hi-resolution color video camera located in the lower 
rear fuselage of the aircraft.  Data pertaining to position, time, speed, altitude, line number and direction are 
superimposed in the videotape by a Horita SCT-50 video titler.  The images are recorded at 10 frames per 
second to a removable hard drive by a Toronto Micro Systems MDVR digital video recorder then burned to a 
dual layer DVD post flight. 

4.8 GEDAS Digital Recorder 

All magnetic and positioning data are processed and recorded digitally by our GEDAS system.  The GEDAS is 
an industrial rack-mount Intel Pentium based PC computer with multiple hard-drives, IO ports and ADAC 
devices. 
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The GEDAS system records GPS navigation records at 1Hz and magnetic data at 10 Hz.  Data files are 
organized on a flight-by-flight basis in a proprietary binary format.  The data is then imported directly into Geosoft 
via a custom gx. 
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5.  DATA PROCESSING AND PRESENTATION 

All latitude/longitude positions in the databases are represented in the original WGS84 datum. All projected 
positions are expressed in the NAD83 datum. UTM coordinates are calculated in Zone 21N. 

5.1 Positioning Data 

All GPS position data was post processed in the field using Novatel Grafnav software.  This step, depending on 
ionospheric activity, improves the accuracy of the data to the sub meter level. 

5.2 Total Field Data 

The first steps in verifying the magnetic data took place in the field. The base station data was monitored to 
ensure compliance with the contract specification.  The fourth difference was also monitored carefully to find any 
sudden offsets or other problems in the data. 

The intention of tie line leveling is to apply a smoothly varying function to the measured data which results in 
near identical values at the intersections of traverse and control lines. The most significant component of the 
correction is to accommodate the diurnal variation of the magnetic field.  Other sources of error are altitude 
errors, GPS positioning errors, and system drift.   

Levelling of the total field data consists of the following steps: 

1.  An altitude correction was applied by multiplying the vertical gradient (calculated on the lagged lower tail 
mag profile) by the aircraft’s deviation from planned surface height then subtracting the product from the 
lagged lower tail mag. 

2. Iterative application of best fit, first and second order linear trends (with outliers removed) on traverse 
and control lines, successively, until resulting correction approaches zero 

 
3. The final levelling step involved manual inspection of the remaining intersection mismatches and 

reducing it to zero where appropriate by applying the necessary amounts to either the survey or tie lines. 
Special attention is paid to ensuring that the overall correction profiles are as smooth as possible and 
that there is no line to line correlation in the correction profiles, which implies a misapplied correction. 

4. The second vertical derivative of the total field grid is analyzed to ensure that the corrections are 
sufficient and appropriate. Features which appear along the survey lines in the second vertical derivative 
may be the result of overcorrection or under correction. In either case the solution is to revise the 
correction profile at those intersections, often by not forcing the lines to match at that point. 

5. Microlevelling was applied to the levelled mag. The intention of microlevelling is to remove small along-
line levelling errors which tie-line levelling did not remove.  Microlevelling corrections were limited to =/- 
.75 nT. 

 
Processing of the horizontal magnetic gradient data (gx and gy) consists of the following steps: 

1. Horizontal gradients are calculated from the gridded total field data, sampled into the database and 
subtracted from the measured, rotated gradients.  

2. A 31 second median filter followed by a 15 second low pass filter is applied to the difference and then 
added back to the measured gradient. This ensures that the lower wavelengths accurately represent the 
regional field, which is otherwise difficult to achieve. 

 

5.3 Altitude Data 

Part of the GPS positioning processing involves calculation of the aircraft height above sea level. This 
component of the position is the least reliable, however with suitable care should be accurate to within 2-3 
metres.  
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The barometric altimeter is calibrated for the air pressure at the beginning of each flight. Barometric drift, which 
is very similar to the magnetic diurnal in that it varies both in time and in space, is corrected for by periodically 
synchronizing the barometric altimeter with GPS altitude. 

5.4 Gridded Data 

The total field grid was created using Goldak’s proprietary Gradient Variable Trend Gridding routine.  This 
process utilizes the horizontal gradient vector to determine the local trend of the data and ensures that these 
trends are honoured. This results in a much more realistic looking grid with better continuity between lines. The 
Calculated Vertical Derivative Grid was produced using Geosoft’s MAGMAP Filtering extension.   

5.5 Digital Data Files 

Digital data has been provided on DVD-ROM in Geosoft .GDB format. One database was provided for the 
magnetic data and one for the radiometric data.  The fields included are as follows: 

Magnetic Database 

 

Channel Name 

X UTM Easting NAD83 Zone 21N (m) 
Y UTM Northing NAD83 Zone 21N (m) 
DLon Longitude [WGS84] (°) 
DLat Latitude [WGS84] (°) 
DGPSZ Differentially Corrected GPS Altitude (m) 
Radar_Alt Lagged Radar Altimeter (m) 
CBaro Corrected Barometric Altimeter (m) 
RadarTopo Digital Topography [DGPSZ - Radar_Alt] (m) 
RadarTopo_lev Levelled Digital Topography [DGPSZ - Radar_Alt] (m) 
DEM Digital Elevation Model from Public Sources (nT) 
MBU Uncompensated Lower Tail Mag (nT) 
Basemag1 Magnetic Diurnal Variation (nT) 
MRU Uncompensated right Wing Mag (nT) 
MLU Uncompensated Left Wing Mag (nT) 
MBc_Lag Lagged, Compensated Lower Tail Mag (nT) 
MRc_Lag Lagged, Compensated Right Wing Mag (nT) 
MLc_Lag Lagged, Compensated Left Wing Mag (nT) 
GXU Raw Lateral Gradient (nT) 
GYU Raw Vertical Gradient (nT) 
GXc_Lag Lagged, Compensated Lateral Gradient (nT) 
GYc_Lag Lagged, Compensated Longitudinal Gradient (nT) 
Gx_LEV Levelled lateral gradient (no microlevelling) (nT/m 
Gy_LEV Levelled longitudinal gradient (no microlevelling) (nT/m) 
GE East Gradient (+ve East ) (nT/m) 
GN North Gradient (+ve North ) (nT/m) 
VMl Longitudinal Vector Mag (nT) 
VMv Vertical Vector Mag (nT) 
VMt Transverse Vector Mag (nT) 
Mag_Level Final, Levelled Total Magnetic Field [Lower Tail Mag] (nT) 
Mag_Final Final, Microlevelled Total Magnetic Field [Lower Tail Mag] (nT) 

Table 4 - Final Database Channels 
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The following grids were delivered: 

Grid Name Description 

Mag Total magnetic field in nT 
CVG Derived first vertical derivative of the mag grid in nT/m 
GE Measured East Gradient in nT/m 
GN Measured North Gradient in nT/m 

Table 5 - Final Grids 

 

The following maps were produced at 1:25 000: 

 

Sheet # Sheet Name Description 

1 Mag Total Magnetic Field 

2 CVG Calculated First Vertical Derivative of the Magnetic 
Field 

Table 6 – Map Sheet Names 

All maps were delivered on paper as well as digitally as packed Geosoft maps and PDF files. 

5.8 Flight Path Video 

Flight path video for this survey is supplied on Dual Layer DVD tapes.  Times, positions, direction and speed are 
overlain on the tape for detailed flight path recovery if required.  Software required to view the video is provided 
on each disc. 
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6.  DETAILED EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Our detailed equipment technical specifications are as follows: 

Aircraft 

 C-GJBG   Piper PA-31 Navajo  
 4m composite tail stinger  
 Sensor separation: ` 14.865m lateral 
      9.754m longitudinal 
 Demonstrated Figure of Merit  0.9nT 
  

Aircraft Magnetometer: 

 Manufacturer:   Geometrics 
 Type and Model Number: Cesium G-822A 
 Range in nT:   20,000 to 90,000 
 Sensitivity in nT:  0.005 
 Sampling Rate:    20Hz 
 

Base Station Magnetometers: 

 Manufacturer:   GEM Systems  
 Type and Model Number: Overhauser GSM-19W 
 Range in nT:   20,000 to 120,000 
 Sensitivity in nT:  0.01 
 Sampling Rate:   5Hz maximum (0.5Hz typical) 

Solar Power Supply:  1 - Solarex MSX50 
 

Base Station Data Loggers: 

 Manufacturer:   Acumen 
 Type and  Model Number: Data Bridge SDR-CF Serial Data Recorder 
 Media Type:    Compact Flash  
 

Real-time Magnetic Compensator: 

 Manufacturer:   RMS Instruments 
 Type and Model Number: AARC  
 Range in nT:   20,000 to 100,000 
 Resolution in nT:  0.001 
 Sampling Rate:   10Hz 
  

Digital Acquisition System: 

 Manufacturer:   Goldak Exploration Technology 
 Type and Model Number: GEDAS 
 Sampling Rate:   20Hz 
 Data Format:   GEDAS binary 
 

Positioning Cameras: 

Manufacturer:   Panasonic 
Model:    GPKR402 HRSV 
Lens:    WV-LR4R5 4.5mm  
    FOV at 1000 feet AGL is 1040 x 1300 feet 

Barometric Altimeter: 
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Manufacturer:   Setra  
Type and Model Number: 270 
Range:    -1000 to 10,000 feet 
Resolution:   1 meter 

 

Radar Altimeter 1:  

Manufacturer   Thompson 
Type and Model Number: CFS 530A 
Range:    0-8000 feet 
Resolution:   1 meter 
Accuracy:   2% 

 

Radar Altimeter 2:  

Manufacturer   Terra 
Type and Model Number: TRA3000 – TRI40 
Range:    40-2500 feet 
Resolution:   3 metres 
Accuracy:   5-7% 

 

Positioning System: 

Manufacturer:   Goldak Exploration Technology Ltd. 
Type and Model Number: GEDAS 
Displays:   10” color LCD graphical display 
         Graphic LCD pilot indicator 

GPS Subsystem: 

Manufacturer   Novatel 
Type and Model Number: OEM4 dual-frequency Pro 
System Resolution:  1 meter 
Overall accuracy:  3 m in real-time, <1m post-corrected 

  

Software 

 Manufacturer:   Geosoft 
 Function:   Geophysical data processing  
 Type and Model Number:  Oasis Montaj v 7.2 
 Manufacturer:   Waypoint Consulting 
 Function:   GPS post-processing 
 Type and Model Number:  GrafNav 8.10 
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7.  STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

 

Bill Heath 

 

I reside in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
 
I hold a Hons. B.A. from the University of Waterloo. 
 
I have been active in the field of geophysics since 1990. 
 
I have been employed by Goldak Airborne Surveys since 2002 
 
I have examined the data referred to in this report and find it to be of suitable quality for purposes of geological 
interpretation. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bill Heath      August 2012 
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APPENDIX A: MAGNETOMETER CALIBRATION FLIGHTS 

 
Compensation 
 
Aircraft Piper PA-31 
Registration  C-GJBG 
Date  June 27, 2012 
Crew  Mathieson / Schmitz 
Reason for 
Compensation 

Start of  Survey 

 

 

Fom Analysis:  

Tail magnetomer 

 North East South West Sum 

Pitch 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.55 

Roll  0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.16 

Yaw 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.30 

Sum 0.30 0.22 0.25 0.24 1.01 

 

Lateral Gradient 

 North East South West Sum 

Pitch 0.17 0.15 0.08 0.10 0.50 

Roll  0.20 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.52 

Yaw 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.61 

Sum 0.53 0.40 0.31 0.39 1.63 

 

Longitudinal Gradient 

  North East South West Sum 

Pitch 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.24 

Roll  0.06 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.22 

Yaw 0.06 0.04 0.14 0.07 0.31 

Sum 0.16 0.16 0.22 0.23 0.77 

 

Table 7 - Figure of Merit Results 
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